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INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a nonvoid, closed, convex bounded subset of a Hausdorff locally 
convex space over the field of real numbers, M the set of all positive, regular, 
finitely additive regular measures on X, each of total mass 1, and M,, , 
MT , M, the subsets of M, consisting of a-additive, T-additive and tight 
measures on X. A point x E X is called the barycenter of a y  E M if 
CL(~) = J’flxd” =fW, Yff E. 
We denote by Mb the subset of M, consisting of measures having barycenters. 
In [I] and [2], some properties of measures having barycenters were 
proved. In this paper we prove some more properties of these measures in 
particular cases. Notations and definitions given in [I] will be used. 
THEOREM 1. X is a closed, convex, and bounded subset of a Frechet space E. 
Then Mh , in weak topology, is of second category in itself. 
Proof. In this case MT C Mb [I]. Let O:, be a decreasing sequence of 
open dense sets in 111, . Since n/r, contains the measures with finite supports, 
M, is dense in Mb . This means Un n M, is a decreasing sequence of dense 
open sets in M, , which is a complete metric space [4]. Thus (n,“=, U,) n ilf, 
is dense in M7 which is dense in Mb , which implies that fir=, U, is dense 
in Mb. 
In the next theorem a partial answer is given to the question whether there 
exist noncountably additive measures, having barycenters. 
THEOREM 2. Assume X to be a separable, closed, convex, bounded subset 
qf a Banach space E, such that weak and norm topologies do not coincide on X. 
Then there exists a purely $nitely additive measure on X having barycenter. 
Proof. In this case every p E MO has a barycenter [I]. Assume that no 
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purely additive measure in M has a barycenter, this means Mb = M,, . 
Since norm and weak topologies do not coincide, 3 a net (x,),~~C X, 
converging to x weakly and a norm neighborhood S of x, such that x, $ S, 
Va E I. Let (ezB)sEJ be a subnet of (E$~)~~, , such that czB + p F M. It is imme- 
diate that x is the barycenter of CL. Now X separable and metrizable implies 
that MO, and therefore Mb , is metrizable, which means 3 a sequence 
h,) c kcp)pEJ such that %Jn + p. This implies that p is a point measure [4], 
and so p = cz , which means yn + x strongly, a contradiction. 
If we also assume that X is circled, then we can prove the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let X be a closed, absolutely convex, bounded, separable, 
and met&able subset of a locally convex space E. Then X is not compact if and 
only if the purely Jinitely additive measures in Mb are dense in Mh . Also X is 
not weakly compact if and only if the purely Jinitely additive measures in M\MO 
are dense in M. 
Proof. If X is compact, then the set of purely finitely additive measures 
in M is void, and so these measures cannot be dense in MO = M in this 
case. If X is not compact, then under given conditions Vf E /3X\X, E% is a 
purely finitely additive measure in M, /IX being the Stone-tech compactifica- 
tion of X. Let p0 = Cr Aieri (Ai > 0, C hi = 1, xi E X) be any discrete 
measure in M, . Let A = {p E Mb : / p(gj) - p,,(gj)l < 6) be any neigh- 
borhood of CL,, in M, , where E > 0, and gj E C,(X), the set of all real-valued, 
bounded continuous functions on X (1 < j .< m). Let V be a closed, abso- 
lutely convex O-neighborhood in E such that 1 gj(y) - gj(xi)l < c/4, 
V~E(~~+I’)nX,1~i~n,l~j<m.Choose~,O<~<l,sosmall 
that (1 - 5) xi + tX C (xi + I’) n X, this being possible, since X is 
bounded. Choose a net (x,),~~ in X such that x, ---f 1 E pX\X. Let yi and fi 
be any accumulation points of the nets (1 - 0 xi + [x,(ol ~1) and 
(1 - [) xi - [~,(a: E I), respectively. Then 9% and fi are in /3X\X and 
Y,, = C 4 Xi(cFi + ci,) are purely finitely additive. It is easily verified that 
%EJ%, and for ‘1 <j < m j vo(gj) - p,,(gj)I < l . Thus v0 E A. This 
proves the result, since measures like p0 are dense in M,, . 
If X is weakly compact, then M = Mb [2] and so there are no purely 
finitely additive measures in M\M, . If X is not weakly compact, let (yJGEJ 
be a net in X, yo( -+ 9 E X\X, X be the Stone-Tech compactification of X in 
weak topology, and take yi , any accumulation point of (1 - E) xi + [y=((~. E I) 
in /3X. Then vr = C XicFi is purely finitely additive, vi E M\M, , and “I E A. 
The result follows now. 
It is easily seen that P = {G e : x E X} is a subset of the extreme points of 
Mb. We have the following theorem. 
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THEOREN 4. X is an absolutely convex, closed bounded subset of a Hausdorff 
locally convex space E. Then ext M, -=: P if and only if X is compact. 
Proof. I f  X is compact then it is well known that extreme points of 
M = Mb are P. Assume first that X is not weakly compact, and let 2 be its 
Stone-tech compactification in weak topology. Let (x,),~~ be a net in X, 
converging to S in x\X, and take 7 and 5 any accumulation points of the nets 
(x + x,)/2, (x - x,)/2 (a ~1) in PX, the Stone-Tech compactification of X, 
for some fixed x E X. Then p = & (E? + ci) E Mb and 9 and 5 are in /3X\X. 
If  ,W = (pl + &/2 for some p1 and p2 in Mb , then ,G = (,G1 + j&)/2, where 
“ -” denotes their extensions to PX, defined by p( f) = p( f / X), Vfe C(pX) 
and similar meanings for ,$ and ,& . But then supp ,G~ u supp ,i& = {y, s}. 
Since ei $ M, and E? $ Mb , it follows that supp ,I& = supp p, = (y, 21. Let 
~l=h~~+(l-h)~irO<X<I;since~L,~M~thisimplies 
jh (9) + (1 -h) (q) 
is weakly convergent in X and so (x/2 + x&h - 4)) is weakly convergent. 
But this implies (xJ is weakly convergent unless h = 4. Then p1 = pz = p 
and TV E ext Mb . I f  X is weakly compact, but not compact then M = Mb and 
so every 3i; E /3X\X is such that Q is an extreme point of Mb . The theorem is 
proved. 
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